IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
In a few days, the 13th edition of the IMMORUN by Immobel will start. We have more than
650 teams registered and more than 2300 people attending the event. This edition is
already shaping up to be a great one and we are doing our best to welcome you. In this
document you will find all the information you need to experience the race in the best way.

Due to the large number of participants, please plan to be in the village at 3 PM.
Access to the site may require some extra time due to traffic.

Venue

WELCOME
AFRICA PALACE
Paleizenlaan, 3080 Tervuren

Due to the limited parking possibility near the IMMORUN venue, we highly recommend
our participants to use public transports or car sharing. The city won’t allow any illegal
parking.
Free parking available for car sharing (3-4 people per car) at the KV Tervuren (limited
places)
First come, first serve
Free parking available on Baron Brugmann de Walzinplein, Sterrebeek.
FREE SHUTTLES will be available from the Walzinplein to the race zone.
For access by Public transportation or by car, click here
Think of car sharing!

Schedule
15:00-17:30

17:45
18:00
18:45
19:15
19:30
20:15
22:00
22:30
23:00

Welcoming participants & collecting Bibs
Cloakrooms, Garderobe
Massages by Citydev.Brussels
Team Pictures @START Area
Race Briefing @START Area
Race START
After-race Buffet
Award Ceremony & Drink
Showers (until 21:00)
Walking Dinner
End of Walking Dinner & Open Bar
End of cloakrooms
Closing time

Before the race
1. A representative of each team goes to the WELCOME desk to collect the envelope
with the 3 Team BIBs (Race Numbers), safety pins, personal wristband and change
form.
2. If you need to make a team change, fill in the Team Change Form printed on the
envelope and confirm the category in which the team is registered
(Men/Women/MixedWomenPower/MixedMenPower). The envelope needs to be
dropped off in the Team Changes Box at the Welcome Desk.
For security reasons, all persons on-site must be wearing an official IMMORUN
bracelet.
No bracelet = No access to the IMMORUN reception area
3. Get changed into your running gear in the Changing spaces (see map) and bring
your bag to the Luggage room (see map), under your own responsibility.
Gather your teammates and move to the TEAM PICTURE zones.
The BIB (Race Number) must be attached to the front of your t-shirt or running
gear and must always be well visible during the race.
A = 9KM; B = 6KM; C = 3KM
The Runner wearing the “A” BIB MUST START.

Please note that all flags, tarps and other promotional materials
belonging to non-partner companies found on or near the IMMORUN
Village are strictly forbidden.
Our organization reserves the right to take them away.

During the race
1. All the runners with an “A” on their BIB number will start the race at 18:00 and will
run a loop of about 3km. The circuit is indicated with signs and several officials with
IMMORUN signs will guide you. All runners must follow the public road signs.
If you are a slow runner, keep your left to allow fast runners to overtake
you easily.

2. At the end of the first loop, the Numbers “B” will stand ready in the RELAY zone to
accompany their Runner “A” for the second loop, and after the 2nd loop, the
Numbers “C” will join their team. You must respect this chronological order: “A”
starting first, “B” joining after 1 loop, “C” joining after 2 loops. During the 2nd and
3rd loops, all runners from the same team must run together, be within 5 meters
of each other at all times and pass the finish line of the third loop together. The time
of the team is based on the last runner passing the finish line.
3. A fueling area by IMMOBEL will be located close to the finish line with water for the
participants.
4. The race takes place on public space, so the circuit remains open to all. Therefore,
we ask all participants to respect others who may be present (walkers, bikers,…).
The organization may not be held responsible in case of an incident.
All runners participate in the race under their own responsibility. In case of
injury during the race, please inform the closest official guide along the circuit.
The First Aid will be present to intervene in case of an incident.

After the race (ceremony, showers, walking-dinner)
1. We will start the award ceremony when the last team arrives (around 19:15).
2. This way, we can welcome the last team of the race directly on the podium. Teams
entitled to an award must stay close to the podium (Top 3
Men/Women/MixedWomenPower/MixedMenPower) during the entire Ceremony.
Top 10 and awarded teams may be controlled to prove that each runner is
related to their company. Any irregularities will lead to disqualification of the
team.
3. Afterwards, each runner may go for a shower (collective) : Women’s and Men’s
areas will be indicated. The Walking-dinner starts around 20:15 but the buffet will
be open until 22.00.
You may choose if you want to shower directly after the ceremony or start to
eat first and shower later, but before 21:00.
The drink & walking-dinner are both SOLD OUT and only available to the
pre-registered guests wearing their wristband.
The event ends at 23:30.
Thank you for your participation in this new edition of IMMORUN by Immobel, the first real
estate race in Belgium! We hope that you enjoy this event.

The organization’s TEAM

Immorun ACCESS

Immorun Village

Immorun Circuit

* A change in the track is still possible depending on the weather forecast on race day.

